A Team Learning Workshop Designed by Cross-Cultural Management:

WORKING WITH THE
INTERNATIONALS: APPLYING THE
SKILLS OF ASSERTIVENESS &
ACCOUNTABILITY

A special team and leadership development program designed
to teach and enhance communication & management skills
(based on the values of Assertiveness & Accountability)
essential for the success of Thai professionals working in
multinational organizations.

WORKSHOP GOALS & DIRECTIONS
To explore what it takes for Thai managers to lead and work
effectively when working in a multinational working environment
To develop awareness of ‘one’s communication and leadership
style’ and ‘how one’s style is seen’ by other cultures
Practical activities, discussions and reflections that lead to better
preparing Thai participants to work in a performance driven work
environment
Learn and be able to adapt behavior effectively by
incorporating the values of Assertiveness and Accountability
Ways to contribute and participate more actively in meetings,
where foreigners and Thais are invited
How to volunteer information effectively and report problems
or bad news, as well as how to approach non-Thai colleagues and
clients with confidence
How to clarify something an expatriate manager or client says
which is not clear, and better interpret expatriate behavior
Gain comfort in working in a non-hierarchical team
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How we Reach
these Goals
Small Group Work,
The Science of DiSC
Communication
Styles, Simulation
Games, Case
Studies, Mosaic
3-D Glasses
Challenge, &
Assertive Leadership
Role Plays where
Enjoyment &
Learning Come
Together!

6 Key Themes to be Explored & Examined

Intercultural Challenges:
High vs. Low PDI,
Diﬀering Expectations & Collective vs. Individual,
the Skills of Assertiveness Assertiveness vs. Indirect

Dealing with, and
managing, workplace
intercultural conflict

DiSC: 4 Key
Communication &
Assertiveness Styles

Accountability in Action
at Your Work Place: Case
Studies

Skills of Assertiveness:
Driving Performance
via Feedback Skills

Workshop Kick-Off: Brainstorm & Sharing of Key Issues

Small Groups are Provided with a
Limited Time Frame and Task of
Being Highly Observant Consultants.

We have every intention to share the ‘Story of Rose’ with y
everyone withWorking
a task Styles,
of ranking
‘who
and what matters to
National
Culture,
of the tale’s
characters.
When
carefully
Organizational
Culture:
Challenges
& debriefed, this
discussing
‘what
matters
to
people
and
teams’ and even
Opportunities
specifically linked to either NATIONAL, DEPARTMENTAL, o
offers a framework
for examining
potential
‘Our Present
Ways of Doing
Things’:conflicts
Do More,based
or assumptions
in a -group,
& ways for
aligning arou
Do Less, Continue
PDI?, Collective?,
Assertive?
Organizational Culture Image Task: Analyzing
2011, 2012 and 2013 (past, present, future) using
Special Visual Images

Round Robin High-Speed
‘Brainstorm’ Begins...

Establishing & Prioritizing Learning Objectives
for the Workshop
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What are the National Values
Driving Behavior within
the a Thai vs. Int’l Organization
Observable
BEHAVIOR
An interactive discussion that allows
Thai colleagues to have a frank,
informative “FEEDBACK exchange” on
what are the key national values driving
behavior that SUPPORT teamwork
and communication in an international
context, and which values may cause
MISUNDERSTANDING.

Cultural
VALUES

The Sad Story of Rose
If told well, really well,
and if it comes rich in
imagery and even
controversy -- and
plenty of gaps for
assumptions -- then a
well-told story can
serve as a rich platform
for discussing VALUES
in an intercultural
team.

We have every intention to share the ‘Story of Rose’ with your Thai team colleagues,
and then present everyone with a task of ranking ‘who and what matters to them’ based
on their PERCEPTIONS of the tale’s characters. When carefully debriefed, this exercise
can serve as a venue for discussing ‘what matters to people and teams’ and even sensitive
real-team issues that are specifically linked to either NATIONAL, LEADERSHIP, or
ORGANIZATIONAL culture.The tale offers a framework for examining potential
conflicts or disconnects between East and West.
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THE MOSAIC™
A Unique State-of-the-Art 3-D
Glasses Simulation Challenge

What emotional
reaction did I have when it
was clear we didn’t see
things the same way?

How quickly did I shift
to meet my colleagues, “to
The Mosaic Challenge is a dynamic where they were at, or did
simulation-tool for team members I lack assertiveness?
to learn the value of recognizing
and understanding different
Did I want to ‘get-myA cutting edge
individual, departmental, corporate own-way’ just so we
tool to simulate
& cultural perspectives within the could get the task done,
conflict & examine how
organization when it comes to or was I too passive...
we deal with it both
points of view, and how this did I consider additional
within the team and
impacts their effectiveness as a perspectives? Could this
What lessons
across cultures
cross-cultural. The Mosaic™ will ever happen at your
and metaphors
be a unique tool for also allowing organization?
from this can also be
participants to examine how they
applied in terms of redeal with conflict:
When did I realize that “I saw considering norms for how we
distinctly different patterns” but I
When on-task & under- needed to understand your communicate, resolve differences
pressure, how open-minded was I? perspective so we could reach an and improve and/or adapt levels of
O r d i d I a p p r o a c h o t h e r effective, mutually agreeable assertiveness as a Thai within an
international organization?
colleagues in our team, or issues, result?
in ‘my same old way’?

THE SCIENCE OF DISC

in a team situation at work,
identify their own styles, and
learn how to flex their own style
to better match each other’s
teamwork and communication
style in the future. Especially as
levels of personal assertiveness
are concerned.

After all, can already well trained
and experienced managers in
Thailand improve their ability to
successfully lead an international
organization just by
u n d e r s t a n d i n g t h e i r o w n With increased awareness and
preferred Communication profile flexibility, colleagues can use
and style?
awareness of their own personal
styles to function
more
Yes! Leaders who are aware of
their personal style are more
effective than those who are
not. And even more so, are those
leader’s who become aware of
how their Preferred Style is
v i ewe d b y t h e t e a m , a n d
specifically, how it impacts others
of another culture.
By leveraging the DiSC ‘Preferred
Leadership & Communication
Style Tool’ it will help individual
team members to analyze how
they themselves typically behave
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when having to influence and
work through others under
pressure and across cultures.
The challenges, games and
activities used to highlight each
person’s leadership style are
highly interactive and fun, while
providing just the right
atmosphere and awareness
about one’s style, especially when
working across cultures. Most
importantly, clients report a very
high degree of applicability when
back at work!

Workshop Schedule
... to ensure we can
Tailor the Case Studies
and Content to your
Organization’s specific
needs!

Count on a preWorkshop Visit from
our Facilitators....

A Sampling of Our Repeat Clients
Cross-Cultural Management Co., Ltd.
2 T. Yongkiat Glass Building, 5th Floor
Baromrachonanee Road, Bangbumru
Bangplad, Bangkok 10700 Thailand

telephone: + 66 2881 8450
facsimile: + 66 2881 8049
email: crosscul@loxinfo.co.th
www.crossculmgmt.com

2T Yongkiat Glass Building
5th Floor Baromrachonanee Road
Bangbumru, Bangplad
Bangkok, Thailand 10700
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